CASE MID SIZE WHEEL LOADER
SERIAL # LOCATION DIAGRAM

MODELS:
21E, 121D, 121E, 221D, 321D, 221E, 321E

SERIAL NUMBER EXAMPLES:
EUROPEAN MODELS.......5811733
2014...................................FNH000DUNDHP00375

VIN# LOCATION:
THE VIN PLATE IS USUALLY SILVER OR BLACK AND IS FOUND ON THE CURB SIDE HALFWAY UP THE FRAME FROM BOTTOM TO UNDERSIDE OF CAB.

Serial Number Location for Case Mid Size Wheel Loader
Models: 21E, 121D, 121E, 221D, 321D, 221E, 321E
Serial Number Examples: European Models: 5811733 2014: FNH000DUNDHP00375
VIN Number Location: The VIN plate is usually silver or black and is found on the curb side halfway up the frame from bottom to underside of cab.